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Our Corporate Profile
ABOUT US
Our Organisation is built upon a sturdy foundation while upholding the integrity of helping
people in financial planning. With a simple belief that each individual is an invaluable source of
contribution to our cause, Oiren Organisation was established in 2013 by 15 dedicated
individuals whose utmost priority is to reach out to every Singaporean with regards to securing
their financial needs. The Organisation's resolute persistence has paid off as it is one of the
fastest-growing insurance agencies in Singapore with approximately 200 in headcount today.
Housed in its new and innovative office of 28,000 sq ft that resides in the east region of
Singapore, this well-designed office comes with its in-house theatrette, cafeteria, gym and library
in addition to its extremely spacious layout of office for its staff. Oiren Organisation has its very
own Marketing, Creative and Administrative Department as a support to its financial servicing
team. Groundbreaking records, accolades and awards were picked up along the way where we
witnessed 30% of its diligent consultants being recipients of the Million Dollar Round Table
Award. The Organisation aims to establish itself as an epitome of quality lifestyle made
possible by people and the main aim is to secure people's welfare through caring and
commitment. The empowerment of the Organisation is derived from the betterment of people
and their lifestyles.

ABOUT COMMITMENT
The goodness and potential of people are significant and essential to us and we are fully committed
to ensure that the welfare of people remains our leading priority. The Organisation is actively
having initiatives of its own through collaborations with partners such as Flying Cape, MindChamps,
mm2 Entertainment and StarHub. Such initiatives help to promote healthy living and children's
education through 5 designated channels that include Health, Education, Fitness, Family Bonding
and Rewards. This steadfast vision with foresight has brought about unity and it transforms into
relentless strength to bring people further and higher in life.
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